IN THE WORKSHOP
" Duplex "
5-Formation of Flat Surfaces-Scraping
to requests from readers, the subof scraping is now being considered;
IandNjectasresponse
this process enables the,mechanic, using

This concave setting, which usually amounts
to about a thousandth of an inch in four inches,
is checked by the inspection staff, and if it is not
simple tools in the small workshop, to get found to be in accordance with the prescribed
results fully as accurate as those obtained in the limits, the tool is put back for adjustment.
large factory with its expensive equipment,
It will be evident that wear of the mandrel
it is a form of handwork well worth attention.
and machine slides may reduce the amount of
As scraping is, in the main, used to form flat
concavity formed when the lathe is in oneration.
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Before
surfaces
case of the preare truly finished,
cision lathe, on
they are, in the
the other hand,
where the hardfirst place, usually
ened steel manmachined flat, and
error A is half error B
the degree
runs in
drel
. . . of flatness will depend on both the quality of the
hardened steel bushes and the slides are provided
machine and the skill of the operator.
with very large and accurately fitted wearing
The machines commonly used for this purpose surfaces, the possibility of the lathe setting altering
are the lathe, the milling machine, the shaper
with prolonged use is greatly reduced, and for this
and the planer. Shaping and planing machines reason the cross-slide may be set to turn a conare specially designed for this work, and if they
cavity of even less than a quarter of a thousandth
are accurately made and of robust design, there in four inches.
should be no difficulty in producing good work,
In view of what has been said, it will be
provided that proper cutting tools are used and manifest that it is not really practicable to attempt
precautions are taken to avoid distorting the to true a defective faceplate by turning it when in
material when fixing it to the ma hine table. position on the mandrel nose, for the faceplate
The commercial milling machine will, of course, should be truly flat in order that work bolted
also give accurate results, but when milling in the to it in any position may always lie exactly parallel
Iathe with m&i-tooth cutters, the outcome is with the lathe axis. This may be important
often disappointing owing to lack of rigidity when turning a crankshaft, as will be explained
in the mandrel and the machine slides. If there in a future article on this subject. If a trial cut is
is any doubt on this score, fly-cutting should be taken across the faceplate, the application of a
adopted, for although it is a slower process for straight-edge will reveal roughly the amount of
the removal of metal, accuracy is more readily concavity present, as shown diagrammatically in
attained, as has been explained in a previous Fig. I. To. estimate this more exactly, insert
article on this subject. Surface grinding when a cigarette-paper or a feeler-gauge in the gap
carried out commercially gives very accurate and move it about until it is just gripped ; mark
results, and very little hand scraping is required this position on the faceplate and divide the
to finish the surface truly flat, but the necessary
length between this mark *and the edge of the
equipment is both elaborate and expensive.
faceplate into two, or more parts as a guide
In the small workshop with its limited equip- during the subsequent machining.
ment, flat surfaces are commonly formed by a
Assuming that the cigarette -paper is one
turning operation- in the lathe, and if light
thousandth of an inch thick, as is usually the
finishing cuts are taken, the results obtained will case, and that it is gripped near the centre of the
correspond with the inherent accuracy of the plate ; then at the half distance the concavity
machine: In this connection, it should be noted
will amount to half a thousandth only.
that the cross - slide of the ordinary lathe is
Take another light cut, and when the half-way
adjusted during manufacture to turn surfaces
mark is reached withdraw the tool and feed it
slightly concave, for the very good reason that forward to the previous setting less half a thoutwo concave surfaces will mate together without sandth ; then continue. the cut to the centre.
rock and will form a good joint whereas, if the In this way, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. I,
surfaces were convex, this would not be so and the error of concavity is reduced to half its former
. the proper’ assembly of the parts would be value, and when it comes to scraping the faceplate
rendered difficult.
truly flat much less work will be required. If
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the error of concavity is considerable, more than
one adjustment of the tool should be made
during the facing operation.
If the slide index or its feed-screw cannot be
relied on to make these fine settings, the dial
test indicator should be clamped to the crossslide with its contact point against the end of the
top slide, all settings are then made by reference
to the indicator.
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This is a simple example of trigonometry and
one which often occurs in the workshop. Reference to Fig. 2 will show the position set out
diagrammatically, and we want to fmd the angle P
to which the slide must be set so that as the tool
is fed along the line CA for five units it will
approach the work along the line CB by only one
unit of distance. Now in trigonometry, dividing
BC by CA gives what. is termed the sine of the

P \
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An alternative method of accurately putting
on a very small cut with the top slide is by setting
the slide over, so that as it travels inwards the
tool closes with the work by only a fraction of
this amount, and any error when reading the
slide index is thus correspondingly reduced.
Let us assume that we have decided to set
the top slide so that the tool advances towards
the work for one-fifth of the amount of the slide
feed, and we want to know the angle to which
we must set the graduated base.

indicate side for
brass \
\

f

/
wood base

Fig.
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angle P, and as we require that BC divided by
CA should equal 1/5, we want to find out the
value of the angle P when its sine equals 1/5 or
0.200. Reference to a table of sines, as may be
found in publications such as Fowler’s Mechanics’
Pocket Book, will show at the sine of an angle
of 11-1/2 deg. is equal to 0.19986, which is near
enough for our purpose.
It will be found that when the top slide is set
at right-angles to the lathe axis the reading on
its scale is 90 deg.
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Therefore, we must make the setting go less

11-1/2 deg., which is 78-1/2 deg.

By this means fine setting of the tool is greatly
simplified ; and whilst on this subject it may be
pointed out that this method can also be used

when turning cylindrical work, but in this case
the slide is set over from the zero to the 11-1/2 deg.

mark.
In the same way, other ratios of tool advance
to index readings on the top slide feed-screw

‘grind
L

with one hand at either end and is then pushed
and pulled along the work while maintained in a
truly horizontal position.

The Filing Block
The chief difficulty arises when filing small
parts which do little to prevent the file rocking,
and in this case the filing block illustrated in
Fig. 5 will enable a reasonably flat surface to be
produced.

Fig. 6

) -c- section

can be readily determined by reference to a
sine table.
For those who prefer more direct methods,
the slide can be set over by a process of trial and
error as follows :-

If it is desired to put on a cut of one thousandth
of an inch for ten thousandths travel of the top
slide, a trial setting is made and the slide is fed
forwards for 100 thousandths, as shown on its
index, and meanwhile the deflection of the test
indicator mounted in the tool-post is noted. The
slide is then adjusted until the test indicator
shows a total reading of IO thousandths over the
100 thousandths range of the top slide travel.
The saddle should be clamped throughout the
facing operation, and also the top slide after any
adjustment of the tool has been made. Those
observations on making fine settings may seem
unduly meticulous, but they are intended for
those who seek accuracy by simple means and
are prepared to go to some trouble to attain it.
The accuracy of a machined surface may be
seriously upset unless due precautions are
taken ; for example, as shown in Fig. 3 drilled
and tapped holes may cause considerable trouble.
Here, it will be seen that the metal has been
raised for some little distance round the hole,
and it may be a tedious operation to restore the
surface while maintaining its flatness. This
upsetting o f the surface can be avoided if, as
shown in Fig. 4, the tapping-size hole is enlarged
to the clearing-size for a depth equal to one and
a half threads prior to the tapping operation ;
this is particularly important in the case of castiron parts, as this material is easily distorted
in this way.
Filing Flat Surfaces
The preparation of flat surfaces by filing has
not so far been mentioned, but where the surface
is large and so affords good guidance for the file,
this is not a difficult operation, provided that
reasonable skill is exercised and that at no time
is the file allowed to rock or tip on the work by
a movement aptly described as “fiddling,” but
nowadays this term seems to have acquired a
more sinister meaning. The action of draw-fling
is helpful when finish filing narrow surfaces ;
that is to say the tile is held across the body

A large file of moderately coarse cut is fitted
to a wooden base and retained in place by stops.
A leather tag is fitted at one end to enable the
file to be lifted and turned over, for it is best to
mark the two cutting faces and reserve them
accordingly for filing brass and steel.
The base of the file can be marked with paint
for this purpose, or if this surface is cleaned with
emery-cloth, ordinary ink will give a lasting
impression when letters are inscribed thereon.
Before fitting to its base, the tang of the file is
nicked on the grinding wheel and broken off
in the vice. When in use the wooden base can,

if desired, be clamped to the bench, and the work
is held by the fingers of both hands and is pulled
towards the operator against the cut of the file
while pressure is applied ; this pressure should
be relieved on the backward stroke to avoid
blunting the file. Pulling the work towards
one is advised, as the muscular action involved
is better controlled than in the reverse direction.
By increasing the pressure in any particular
direction, the work can, if necessary, be thinned
where required, but on no account must the
work be allowed to rock on the surface of the
file during the cutting stroke.
When the work has been prepared by turning,
milling, shaping, planing or filing it is then ready
for the final hand-scraping operation if a truly
flat surface is required.
The Surface Plate
This provides a fiat reference surface which
is used to determine surface irregularities, and
so enable other flat surfaces to be formed where
required on the work with the aid of a handscraper. The process consists in applying the
work to the surface plate after the latter has
been lightly coated with a marking paste ; this
results in the high spots on the work being
indicated by coloured areas, which are scraped
away until, as the process is continued, uniform
contact is established as shown by the continuity
of the transferred marking. Surface plates are
produced either by hand-scraping a machined
plate, or the plate may be surface ground and
then lapped flat.
The larger surface plates used in fitting-shops
are generally made by the former method, and
227
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the latter type are usually of smaller size for the
use of tool and instrument makers. Hand
scraped plates can be readily made from a master
plate, but to make a master plate, as was done
in the case of the original true surface plate,

three plates must be used : A, B and C ; A i s
bedded to B, B to C, and A to C, and the work
is continued until all the plates tried in pairs
make accurate contact with one another. Surface plates can be purchased with either a
planed or a hand-scraped surface finish.
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Scrapers
Before dealing with the actual scraping process
for forming flat surfaces or bedding surfaces
together, the tools used for the operation will
be considered, for if good work is to be expected
these must be properly formed and sharpened.
The Flat Scraper depicted in Fig. 6 is perhaps
best made from a discarded Swiss file, as these
tools are made of very good material and but
little grinding is required to remove the fine
teeth. The length of the file should be sufficient
to afford a good hold for the forward hand, in
order to ensure proper guidance and control of
the cutting edge ;and in addition, a well-formed
handle comfortable to the grip should be securely
fitted.
The sides and end of the file tip are formed to
the shape shown in the drawings in Figs. 6 and
7, by grinding on the periphery of a carborundum
or other abrasive wheel, and it is important to
use a coarse-grain wheel for the removal of the
bulk of the metal to avoid overheating and
softening of the cutting edge of the tool.
The work of grinding must not be hurried,
and time should be allowed at frequent intervals
for the tool to, cool -throughout its length, for
the heat generated at the tip is conducted to
and dispersed in the metal of the blade.
On no account should the blade be dipped in
water to hasten cooling, for when grinding is
resumed the evaporation of the water will cause
metal cracks to form at the tip.

/---

The former are suitable for use as markingout tables, but are not sufficiently accurate to
serve as reference plates when scraping flat
surfaces. The planed plates cost little more
than half the price of those finished by handscraping, and if the loan of a good surface
plate can be obtained, it will be a good exercise
in hand work to scrape-in one of these machined
plates to an accurate flat finish.
A sheet of plate-glass is an excellent substitute
for a surface plate, but if it is of large size it
must be supported on an even surface, otherwise distortion may be caused. Surface plates
when not in use must be well protected against
rusting and damage, and on no account should
they ever be used as anvils or punching blocks.
Marking Compound
Marking-paste should give a clear transfer
mark on the work, and, in addition, it should be
easy t o spread and should not dry like a paint.
Messrs. Stuart & Company, of Cleveden,
make a compound which has been found to
give excellent results over a wide range of work.
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After completion of the preliminary grinding
to shape, the surfaces should be finish-ground
on a fine wheel to eliminate the coarse grinding
marks. The next operation is to finish and
sharpen the cutting edges on an oilstone.
The method of doing this is clearly represented
in the drawings in Fig. 8, and the stoning must

be continued until all grinding marks have been
eliminated, otherwise conspicuous lines will be
formed on the scraped work.
At this stage the tool should be tried on a piece
of cast-iron or mild-steel, and if it does not bite
into the metal and give a clean cut with but little
applied pressure, the sharpening must be continued until this is effected.
A modified form of flat scraper is shown in
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Fig. 9. This tool is used for scraping the V-slides
of machines where the ordinary form of scraper
cannot deal effectively with the overhanging
surfaces. It is made in exactly the same way as
the previous form, except that the sides of the
file must be carefully ground away ; or alternatively, the file may be forged to shape, but
this will, of course, entail subsequent hardening
and tempermg.
The Triangular Scraper shown in Fig. 10
can be made from a triangular tile. The sides

Fig. IO

in section with face slightly
hollow ground

of- the file are ground against the periphery of
the wheel until they meet at a sharp edge, and
it will. be noted that this will produce hollowground surfaces, thereby greatly lessening the
amount of metal requiring removal on the oilstone during the final sharpening and subsequent resharpening operations. Another form of
scraper which is really a variety of the foregoing,
and is also used for scraping hollow surfaces
such as bearing brasses, is shown in Fig. I I.
Here, as will be seen, the shape is more complicated and in consequence these tools are usually
acquired from the tool vendor ; but, if desired,
they can be forged to shape from file steel and
afterwards hardened and tempered.
In the
form shown, the metal supporting the cutting
edges is greatly reduced to facilitate sharpening

on the oilstone.

Scraping
At the outset, t h e surface plate should be
carefully cleaned to ensure that it is free from
all old marking compound and other unwanted
material ; its surface is then lightly and evenly
smeared with marking over an area corresponding with the size of the work. The marking
can be spread with the finger tip, but as this is

rather a messy business it is better to use a piece
of rag or soft leather, which will absorb the
marking and will only need recharging at long
intervals. The importance of using a non-drying
marking compound will be manifest, for paintlike materials will dry-out both on the surface
plate and in the applicator, thereby causing
unnecessary trouble.
After the surface plate has been prepared in
this way the work is applied to it, and at this
stage it is most important to determine whether
the work rocks on the plate ; for if it does, this
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must be first corrected, otherwise a futile attempt
may be made to scrape the work flat when first
applied in one position and then in another.
Hold the work firmly pressed to the plate in
one position and give it a short circular move-’
ment ; this should reveal the situation of the
points on which the work rocks.
If there is considerable rocking present, the
high places may be reduced with a file, but if
the rock is only slight the error can be corrected
with the scraper.
It should be emphasised that it is always
advisable when possible to use the scraper for
this purpose, as it will remove only a small
amount of metal in exactly the place required,
whereas an injudicious stroke with a file by
creating a low spot may lead to unnecessarily
prolonged scraping to correct the error thus
caused.
When the part has been bedded without rock,
the transfer marks should be carefully examined
and an estimate made, possibly with the aid of
a straight-edge, as to where and how much metal
must be removed to make the work truly flat.

2nd
cut
work

1st & 2nd
cuts
combined
1

I

Fig. 12
As experience is gained, this matter will
become greatly simplified, and a skilled mechanic
can tell ahnost at a glance what is required.
Begin by attacking the obvious high spots where
the marking is heavy, and at the first passage of
the scraper make the cuts in one direction
diagonally across the work as shown in Fig. 12.
The correct angle at which to hold the scraper
to give free cutting without digging into the
work will soon be found with a little practice.
Before applying the work again to the surface
plate, spread the marking evenly and clean the
work surface. Examine the work to see what
effect the scraping has had in eliminating or
widening the area of each high spot ; this should
give some idea of the height of the upstanding
parts and the amount of work required to level
them. At the second passage of the scraper,
again make the cuts diagonally across the work,
but this time at right-angles to the previous
direction as shown in Fig. 12.
If this is not done and all cuts are made in one
direction, the scraper will tend to dig into the
scraped surface and the work will become ridged
As the scraping is continued in this manner,’
it will be found that the transfer marks form
larger areas and become more evenly distributed
229
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; in time a final stage will
be reached where good even contact is obtained
which further scraping does little to improve.
If during the course of the work the scraper is
found to require increased pressure to make it
cut, or tends to skid over the surface, then
resharpening as illustrated in the drawings must
at once be carried out. When scraping hard
cast-iron, or if hard spots in the material are
encountered, resharpening will frequently be
necessary.
If the scraped surface is to be open to the
view, its appearance will be greatly enhanced
by a finishing operation with the scraper. This
consists in going over the whole surface of the
work and making very light cuts on the two
diagonal lines as before, but in this case an
attempt should be made to make the scraper
markings identical. With a little practice this
will, become almost automatic, and from the
point of view of good appearance it matters
little what the pattern is, so long as it is regular
in form and spacing. Some mechanics like to
form crescents, others rectangles, but the pattern
formed will depend largely on the dexterity of
the operator and the shape of the scraper’s
cutting edge. Let it not be thought that scraper
marks on sliding surfaces are purely ornamental,
for they are of value in retaining an oil film and
maintaining the lubrication of the parts. It is
largely for this reason that when two ground
or highly-finished sliding surfaces are bedded
together, one of them should always have a
scraped finish, or be broken up as it is termed.
Turning now to the use of the triangular
scraper ; this is employed in either of the two
forms illustrated for work such as bedding a
crankshaft into its split bearings with the bearing
caps bolted in place. In this case the crankshaft
journals take the place of the surface plate.
The crankshaft bearing surfaces, or journals
as they are called, are smeared with marking
compound and the shaft is then put in place and
rotated ; the resulting transfer marks on the
bearing brasses will then reveal the high spots.
on the work surface

The first part of the operation consists in bedding

the crankshaft to the half brasses located in the
crankcase, with the bearing caps removed ; for
were the latter bolted down at this stage the
crankshaft might be distorted to conform to
the untrue bearing surfaces, and faulty fitting
would result. The scraping-in process here is
exactly similar to that described in the previous
instance.
When the half-brasses have been scraped-in,
the bearing-caps are bolted down and scraped
until good even contact has been obtained..
During this process the caps may have to be
filed down, or bearing shims removed, in order
to maintain good bearing contact, as well as
free running of the shaft.
To return to the subject of forming flat surfaces,
it should be mentioned that where a highly
finished flat surface is required, as in gaugemaking,
a final lapping operation is usually employed,
that is to say the work is rubbed on a flat surface
charged with fine abrasive material.
Unfortunately, one truly flat surface cannot
readily be formed from another in this manner,
and the surface of the work is apt to assume a
convex form. To counteract this tendency the
lap surface should be very slightly convex, and
in practice, good results can be obtained by
using a sheet of plate-glass which has been
distorted to this shape. The sheet of plate-glass
is placed on a central felt or leather pad and its
edges are supported on strips of less thickness ;
if weights or clamps are now applied to the edges,
the sheet will assume a convex form with a slightly
raised centre. This portion of the glass is then
used as a lapping surface with a fine abrasive,
and the work is rubbed to and fro, and with a
circular motion until the appearance of the
surface shows that contact has been everywhere
established.
The flatness of this surface can be tested by
reference to a toolmaker’s surface plate with a
lapped finish. or alternatively, it will be found
that two accurately lapped parts will adhere
firmly when wrung together.

“ L.B.S.C.”
(Continued from page 224)
Lucky owners of a milling-machine, planer,
or shaper, would, of course, use that useful tool
instead of the lathe to do the job. My own
horizontal miller would make short work of the
whole doings ; the machine-vice on the table,
opens wide enough to grip the casting, and the
bottom of the slide is quite true with the table.
All I would have to do, would be to open the
jaws of the vice, drop in the casting, letting it
rest on the slide, tighten up, put my widest
slabbing-cutter on the arbor, set the self-act,
and leave the job “to do itself.”
A small bench miller would do the job (though
not so quickly !) equally well, using an ordinary
cutter, even if only about 3/8 in. wide, by taking a
number of overlapping cuts across the face and
sides. The casting would also be held in the
machine-vice, on a planer or shaper, and the
surplus metal taken off by a round-nose tool, in
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the clapper box, traversing either work or tool
according to the machine. A port-face finished
on a milling, planing or shaping machine will
need a final true-up after the ports have been cut,
as it will probably be covered with fine ridges.
A word to those who follow my notes for a little
amusement as well as instruction. The primary
object of them is to tell all and sundry how to
build little steam locomotives that will do a real
job of work, same as their big sisters ; and I try
to “ put a little jam around the pills,” to make it
interesting. Well, the trouble is, that according
to my correspondence, some good folk want
more jam than pills, and would rather read about
what young Curly got up to in his schooldays,
or what he did on the railway, than follow a
dissertation on making up a valve-gear or Sifbronzinq a boiler ! I do my best to please all,
and will try to raise a few more smiles soon.

